WHAT’S NEW DECEMBER 2019
MINI WINDOW
TILE SCENES

PUFFY
PETALS
Let these mini tile scenes transport you to the
countryside of several coveted destinations.
Whether you have been to the hills of Tuscany and
want to reminisce, or you’re dreaming of a Tuscan
getaway, this collection will leave you spellbound.
Take a trip to the plains of Africa or enjoy a macaron
in Provence, France, it’s all up to you!
Each scene features blocks that are framed with
our signature folded fabric borders to give the
appearance of a window frame once blocks
are pieced together. The misty horizons are
accentuated by a delicate layer of white organza to
give the realistic appearance of hills in the distance.

These designs let the stitching do the talking. We went with a simple black
background with a beautiful and bright snowy white thread to really show
the contrast and depth. Try stitching out your own creations with different
threads, like variegated or metallic twist.
An important note to make for a successful design is matching the thread to
the foam beneath the satin stitches. For example, if you use a green colored
foam and stitch red on top, you are sure to see the green foam underneath!

WHAT’S NEW DECEMBER 2019
CIRCUS
DREAMS
Come one, come all, for the greatest stitch outs of
them all! These action packed animals are performing
their most impressive side shows in stitches!
When you think of the circus, obvious color choices
may include red, white, gold, blue, and other vibrant
hues. Catchy costumes and performance props
keep the audience’s attention. Try adding these
bold shades to your circus animal’s color palette for
designs that are sure to dazzle!

BOOK
PILLOWS
Book lovers know the unique feeling of cracking
open a brand new book and being transported to
a new place. We can get lost in the pages, enjoying
every moment. Every moment, that is, until we have
someplace to be! Now, not only can you take your
book with you, but you can also have a comfortable
place to prop yourself up no matter where you go!
The A size will allow you to create 3 different
sized Book Pillows. From that size you will be
able to create either a 24”x24”, 18”x18” or a
16”x16” pillow. The B size will allow you to create a
12”x12” mini book pillow.

